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Founder of The Supply Chain Risk Management Consortium—(22) companies who bring skills, solutions and methodologies that Identify, Assess, Mitigate and Manage Supply Chain Risk. He has been a Supply Chain Executive for several Fortune 100’s, has been a Supply Chain Executive Consultant for IBM, is Executive-in-Residence at Lehigh University focusing on Supply Chain Risk Management, Adjunct Professor teaching Enterprise Risk Management for Villanova University’s EMBA program and VP/Principal at SherTrack LLC.

Greg was APICS’ 1997 International Society President. He is well published, a frequent speaker at conferences, seminars, webinars and dinner meetings. Greg and Dr. Robert J. Trent, of Lehigh University, have co-authored a new book, “Supply Chain Risk Management: An Emerging Discipline.” The SCRM Consortium, utilizing their Body of Knowledge, is now supporting a Certificate in SCRM from APICS, a Certification in Supply Chain Resiliency, (SC-R) from The Logistics Institute of Canada and NOW, is offering a Certificate in Supply Chain Risk & Resiliency (SCR&R) upon completion of a NEW, Online SCR&R course. Greg has authored over 120 articles in major supply chain magazines and journals.